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Budget cuts may hamper health care
Cuts projected
to be in millions
for health programs
Heidi Buck
for the Kaimin

Gail Gray has heard the sto
ries.
A woman fighting severe
depression balances the cost of
rent and food against the cost of
the medication she needs to
keep her sanity and her job. A
man with severe kidney disease
contemplates the choice
between medication and physi
cal therapy, both of which he
needs. A young college student
and mother considers quitting
school if the state cuts back on
subsidized child care.
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fund deficit projected at more
Recently, in Billings, Gray
than $200 million, and Gov.
met a single mother who may
Judy Martz’s vow not to raise
have to quit her steady but low
paying job so her autistic child
taxes, Gray and her team have
built a two-year budget that is
can qualify for Medicaid and
$& million less than what the
health insurance through a spe
department received
rial state pro
Health care
gram.
two years ago and
| $122 million below
However, if
she quits her
what it says it ought to
job, she can’t
have to serve a grow
provide for her family.
ing number of Montanans in
need.
“Those are the stories that
affected me the most,” said
“It hasn’t been easy,” Gray
Gray, who heads the state
said. “The process was incredi
agency that serves Montana’s
bly draining, physically, emo
poor, ill and disabled.
tionally and psychologically.
As director of the state’s
“Eveiy cut has a face,” she
Department of Public Health
added. “Every cut is bad for
and Human Services, Gray has
someone.”
faced hard choices of her own.
Among the programs and
Faced with a state general
services facing cuts under the

in crisis

department’s budget are treat
ment and medication for the
mentally ill, child-care subsidies
for day-care providers, prenatal
care for poor women in abusive
or unsafe homes and reimburse
ment for physicians and other
health-care providers who serve
Montana’s growing number of
Medicaid patients.
Other services on the chop
ping block include aid to family
planning clinics; support for a
hot line th at offers emergency
medical advice in cases of poi
soning; financial help for the
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
program; state help in coordi
nating donated dental care for
the poor, and money to help
low-income AIDS patients and
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UM music professor receives national award
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin
A University of Montana
professor is continuing a UM
tradition by being named
Montana’s 2002 Professor of
the Year by the Carnegie .
Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching,
CASE established the
Professors of the Year program
in 1981. Three UM professors
have won the award. John
Photiades, an economics pro
fessor, received the award last
year.
England graduated from
UM in 1966 and has been an
instructor here for 35 years.
She has taught voice and pop
music and has worked with

In sid e
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UM’s pagan and wiccans join
to dispell myths about witches.

Griz keep national championship alive
with a win over Northwestern State.
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Advancement of Teaching and
the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE).
“It’s a tremendous honor,”
said music professor Esther
England. “It’s really the cap
stone of my career. It means
th a t my work with undergrad
uates is recognized as being
valuable.”
Under the Carnegie
Foundation for the

Katherine Sather

the dram a departm ent and the
Missoula Children’s Theatre.
England said her students
have gone on to careers in
musical theater, opera and
have become actors on
Broadway and in Hollywood.
England said one of her stu
dents, J.K. Simmons, played
the newspaper editor in
“Spiderman,” appeared along
side Brad P itt in “The

,

Music professor Esther England listens to Elisabeth Belz during a private voice lesson Monday afternoon. England received Montana's 2002 CASE award
for professor of the year.

Instructor says
award reflects
UM's qualities

UM surveys
students about
academic experience

If they could start college over
again, 80 percent of last year’s
seniors surveyed would still
enroll at the University of
Montana, according to new
results from a campus survey.
Their decision might have
been based on the school’s aca
demic reputation, according to
the survey.
Both freshmen and seniors
were questioned in two surveys
that were distributed last semes
ter. The first, the National
Survey of Student Engagement,
was distributed last spring. Its
purpose was to determine stu
dents’ efforts in educationally
productive activities and how
well their schools engage them
in those activities, said Betsy
Bach, UM’s assistant provost.
Of the 700 UM freshmen and
seniors who were given the nation
al survey, 270 completed it Of the
seniors interviewed, 84 percent
said UM provides a good or excel
lent educational experience.
Thirty-one percent of the sen
iors participated in a learning
community, such as a Freshmen
Interest Group, while at UM.
That number is higher than
other institutions nationwide,
Bach said.
“We have a successful FIG
program,” she said. “The stu
dents I know who’ve taken FIGs
seem to really enjoy them.”
The survey had disappointing
results as well, Bach said. Only
14 percent of freshmen and 21
percent of seniors indicated that
UM emphasizes spending signifi
cant time on academic work. In
addition, 41 percent of the stu
dents rated the quality of their
academic advising as poor or
fair.
“I was hoping the advising
would be a lot better,” Bach said.
“Advising across the depart
ments is sporadic. Some faculty
are great advisers, but others
are less so.”
Advising is one area that may
be changed based on results from
the survey. Bach recently assem
bled a group of faculty that will
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Students
give UM
high marks

The Kaimin erroneously reported that Jerry
Bromenshenk addressed the Board of Regents on
Friday about the issue of same-sex health benefits.
Bromenshenk did not attend the meeting nor did he
speak about th at issue. The Kaimin regrets the error.
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Editorial

State should raise taxes
instead of cutting programs
The economic boom of th e 1990s never touched down in
M ontana, yet th e cu rren t slum p in th e natio n ’s finances
has helped to bust our budget.
According to estim ates, th e Treasure S tate is in the
hole a t least $200 million, and our governor h as stated
h er plan to get us out: cut, cut, cut. Gov. Ju d y M artz tells
us we m ust slash everything th a t isn’t absolutely essen
tial. U nfortunately, w hat isn’t essential to one person
m ay m ean all th e difference in th e world to another.
Social program s are one of th e first things on th e chop
ping block, and state aid to those w ith m ental illness
looks to be reduced if not elim inated.
This in a state w here a 1998 study found suicide to be
th e m ost common cause of death for 10 to 14 year olds,
and th e second leading cause for 15 to 34 year olds.
We cannot axe such program s w ithout w riting off those
of us who can’t afford expensive m edication or tre a tm e n t
w ithout help.
Indiscrim inate and w asteful spending is obviously bad
policy, b u t some program s are too im p o rtan t not to sup
port.
B ut th e budget deficit rem ains, and to keep such pro
gram s th e money m ust come from somewhere.
M artz has proposed th a t we m ake a “one-tim e” w ith
draw al from our coal ta x tr u s t fund. This fund, which
stem s from a tax on M ontana-m ined coal, h as collected
more th a n $600 million in th e p ast two decades. It is the
in terest from th is money th a t h as helped balance our
sta te budget since th e fund’s inception.
By proposing a “one-tim e” w ithdraw al, th e sta te is act
ing like an addict desperate for a fix, looting th e very
h and th a t feeds it. The tax fund w asn’t m eant to be a
rainy-day fund, b u t ra th e r a hard-w orking money earn er
th a t dem ands respect and re stra in t.
Before M ontana abandons its m entally ill and plunders
th e very fund th a t helps keep it afloat, maybe it ought to
consider th a t oh-so-taboo procedure: raisin g taxes.
As awful as it m ay sound, increasing our taxes will
spread out the h it among all of us ra th e r th a n focusing it
on th e downtrodden. We could even contem plate the
alw ays-unpopular sales tax. By in stitu tin g a sales tax
th a t was restricted to a low rate, say th ree or four p er
cent, we m ight ensure th a t it stay reasonable for some
tim e to come.
In exchange for these new taxes, we, th e citizenry,
could dem and in exchange th a t th e sta te s ta rt m aking
much more conservative estim ates about its budget in th e
future. And if we ended up coming out w ith a surplus,
th a t could go into a real rainy-day fund.
And, more im portant, we won’t lose th e civic program s
th a t help people find a reason to live.
— Paul Queneau
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A bid farewell and a bunch of thanks
no one ever finds that issue of the Kaimin with me
pictured in my favorite jeans, which I stole from
my Dad, Clyde, and I affectionately named
“Clydia.”) You’ve read as I wrote about my friends
A few weeks ago, I men
with columns like the one devoted to what can hap
tioned that my next column
pen with six college girls on spring break and how
would be my last. Someone
the beauty of friendship can override all of the
overheard and asked me
twinkling lights in Las Vegas. Fve had the chance
what I was going to write
to pay tribute to the relationship Fve found with
about.
one of the most important people in my life, my
The only answer I could
brother. You’ve read about my insecurities and
Courtney Lowery give was, “goodbye.”
Since then, I’ve racked my pride as a farm girl, the loss of my virginity, and
even my vow to quit smoking.
brain to find a nugget of truth, or inspiration, or
You’ve also listened as I wrote about things that
even brilliance to write about. Goodbye was still
were painful for me to put into words, such as
the only thing I could come up with.
Until now. Indeed, I’m saying goodbye, but more columns about my experience with sexual assault,
my parents’ divorce or the loss of my grandfather to
important, I’m compelled to say something else:
cancer. In all of these, you, my readers have given
Thank you.
me a form of therapy by listening. For that, all I
I realized this during the past week that I spent
can say is “thank you” and write
at home, fittingly, for Thanksgiving.
The q u e stion s on m y m ind again, in hopes that even just a few
The trip home made me realize that
a s I prepare to g ra d u a te
of you have related to my experi
the one thing we can always be
from the University, from ences, or found wisdom in them, or
thankful for is something that is
always constant: Change.
the Kaim in a n d from the humor or even a truth or therapy of
you own.
It was the first major holiday
fam ily I've fou nd in
On the other side, the wonderful
since my parents divorced last
spring. Fm usually quite traditional M is s o u la are: H o w do you friends Fve found at the Kaimin
about holidays, but when my family m ake sure that you d o n 't over the past few years have given
me a safe place to share my experi
changed after 26 wonderful years,
concentrate s o m uch on
ences. From my dear friend Chad
all of that had to change as well. I
you r p a st that you p oison
Dundas letting me have a half page
spent the first part of the day with *
y o u r future, a n d how do you for my grandfather and editing the
my father and the second half of
m ake sure th a t you d o n 't piece as if it were his own, to the
the day with my mom. Somehow,
current staff for allowing me to
both of the turkey dinners I ate
concentrate s o m uch on
write
columns even though I’m just
tasted different. My dad always
y o u r future th a t you
a satellite editor, or even my profes
stuffed the celery for the relish tray,
forge
t
y
o
u
r
p
a
st?
sors who have not chided me for
so at my mom’s, something wasn’t
breaking the rule of journalism by
right — the celery tasted funny. My
writing about myself, I have to also say “thank
mom makes great garlic mashed potatoes, but at
you.” And to the Kaimin, to the likes of Paul
my dad’s we had potato salad.
Queneau who taught me the true meanings of
I never thought potato preparation could have
such a profound impact.
noble and gentle, or Lido Vizzutti, who on many
On the three-hour trip to where my parents now occasion was my eyes with his camera and my com
live, my stomach churned because I just didn’t
fort with his friendship or Nate Schweber or the
know if I would find something to be thankful for.
late John Reed or Kevin Van Valkenburg, who basi
But as I finished both meals, I took a good look
cally taught me single-handedly how to write over
at my parents and this new arrangement, and I
a 40 of Olde English or to the current editor Jessie
found something for which to say “thank you.” I
Childress for taking on many of the projects I start
watched my mom laugh and my dad smile, and I
ed or reversing some of my mistakes as editor, or
was thankful for change. But moreover, I was
even to Liam Gallagher who every Monday night
thankful for the ability of the human spirit to
has had to deal with one of these manifesto-like
adapt and to heal and to still find joy through the
columns, I have to say “thank you” — for often
flux.
times being my inspiration and all of the time,
In many respects, I don’t even recognize the 18being my friends.
year-old girl who walked on to this campus four
I also have to “thank those” of you who allowed me
and a half years ago. I remember being so afraid
to write about you: my best friends Renee, Trinity,
that college would change my life, my values, or
Erin and Brooke, who have all graced in the pages of
more important, who I was. I was afraid of losing
the Kaimin without really even knowing it My friend
innocence, of losing my sense of self, of losing some
June still teases me about letting the world know that
of my friends or even losing my roots. And indeed,
she had an affinity for nachos and hot dogs at 4 a.m.
I’ve changed in more ways than I can count, but I
on our spring break trip. Also, to my brother and my
don’t think Fve lost anything. Moving forward
mom and dad, I have to thank for graciously allowing
sometimes means leaving some things behind. And
me to write about them as well as giving me the
for that, we should all be thankful — because while strength and support to do so. Even today, my brother
change sometimes hurts, if you deal with it gently
hates to read the paper, but has always tried to pick
and honestly, progress will come with it.
up the Kaimin on Tuesdays to read my “editorial
The questions on my mind as I prepare to grad
thing,” sometimes only after one of his classmates told
uate from the University, from the K a im in and
him that she read about him that morning.
from the family I’ve found in Missoula are: How do
All of these people have watched me grow and
you make sure that you don’t concentrate so much
allowed me to do so at my own rate, all the while,
on your past that you poison your future, and how
challenging my thinking, listening and supporting
do you make sure that you don’t concentrate so
me — Thank you.
much on your future that you forget your past?
As I write this, I say “thank you” for the same
I’ve done some of my best growing up in the last things I said thank you for last week. Fm thankful
four and half years at the University of Montana.
for goodbye because it really doesn’t matter. What
And because Fve spent almost all of that time in
matters is learning how to say “goodbye” and smile
the Kaimin office, many of you have witnessed it
and say “thank you” — whether it be on Dec. 18,
on these news-printed pages.
when I take my last final and bid adieu to my
The other day, I found the first column I wrote
years a t the University of Montana, or when I file
for the Kaimin when I was a freshman. I wrote a
this column for the last time, or one of my faithful
half page about tripping in front of a huge crowd at readers reads the last sentence, or when I finally
my last basketball game in high school. At the
get up off the couch in the Kaimin. Because, at
time, it was one of the only experiences I thought
some point, we all are forced to say “goodbye” to
worthy enough to share.
our childhood, or a loved one, or our comfort zone
Since then, Fve opened my personal and profes
or ultimately, everything we’ve known as home.
sional growth to the students, faculty and staff of
As I close another chapter of my life, I am not
the University of Montana. You no doubt laughed
afraid of my future for fear of leaving my past. In
at me on many occasion, some when I intended you fact, I know that in my future, there will be more
to in columns about my propensity for tripping
chaos, bigger changes and constant flux, and Fm
while walking across campus, or my problem with
thankful that I can remember my past well enough
losing things, or my addiction to hair dye and the
to help me get through it all.
disasters that have resulted. You also may have
laughed at me when I did not intend you to, like
Author’s note: Above all , let us all ju st be thank
the time I devoted almost a whole page to my
ful that I won’t ever have the opportunity to write
expertise on how to wear your jeans. (I hope to God about my favorite pair o f jeans ever again.
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Gay rights issues
deserve support
On Thursday Nov. 21, the
Montana Board of Regents
held a forum to discuss the
issue of health insurance cov
erage for same-sex faculty
members. Although it was
held at 7:30 in the morning,
many students, faculty and
community members showed
up to express their opinions.
At the beginning of the meet
ing, I thought there would be
a low turn-out, because many
seats remained unfilled.

th e

e d ito r

Much to my surprise, a large
number of people piled into
the back of the room, to
stand and hold signs of
protest to this discriminatory
policy.
As I rose Thursday morn
ing at 6:45, I lay in my bed
and contemplated going to
this meeting. I decided this
was a worthy cause and
deserved my personal partici
pation. During the discus
sion, I knew that I would not
be content with m yself if I
didn’t orally show my sup
port for our faculty.
I spoke on this issue
because I was disgusted by

Washer and Dryer.
Range and Fridge.
Peace and Quiet.
It’s the combination of extras that makes life
a little nicer at River Rock Apartments. O ur brand
new 1-, 2- and 3-bedroom units have sound
insulation, so you can study hard (if you want).

the opposition’s comments. I
presented arguments of the
value of justice and equality,
and that the issue was not
about religious beliefs but
rather equal pay for equal
work. I believe no one has
liberty when others are
oppressed. I do not believe
that the current policy is
right, and it must be
changed.
Although I was very happy
with all of the people who
came in support of this issue,
I was very disheartened by
the lack of students, especial
ly Lambda Alliance members.
If Lambda really supports
gay rights, they’d do more
than throw gay dances, and
actually show their public
participation for a pertinent
gay rights issue on campus.
For everyone else who sup
posedly supports gay rights,
the lack of participation was
extremely sad. In the future I
would hope that when impor
tant gay rights issues surface
on campus, students will be
more involved and actually
participate.
B rent Beardslee
freshm an,
political science

Students should
party, not pout
Hello, my name is Casey
Folley and I have a few
things to say. First of all, I
camped out for Griz/Cat tick

Plus all the comforts of home, like washer/dryer,
ranse, fridse, disposal, dishwasher and covered
parkins. River Rock Apartments open January
2003, but w e're leasins now. Want

ets. (Griz/Cat not Cat/Griz).
Few reporters managed to
mention how much fun it
was. They all focused on the
mess.
Kellyn Brown did a great
job of quoting my words, but
he did not mention anything
about my helping clean up
the mess. I mean, why the
hell else would I have been
there at that time of the
morning? For those of you
who had a problem with this,
party, I suggest you watch
the movies “Animal House”
and “PCU” and remember
why college is fun. It is my
opinion that people here
whine too much. I came to
Montana so I could not have
to worry about the world’s
problems. So the world has
problems, and they will soon
become all of our problems,
so why don’t we live it up
while we have the chance, or
all head back into the woods
and live like the Unabomber.
We all act like we are so
great, acting on problems
from afar, as we sit in areas
of higher learning. Not like I
am any better than the rest
of us. I am getting a degree
in marketing — learning how
to sell people. I am playing
the game, but secretly, like
many of us, I am wishing for
an apocalypse, so I don’t have
to join the damn corporate
world. But we are here while
we are waiting, trying to
grab a foothold on life. So
why not seek adventure and
find our limits while we are
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details? Call 721-8990.
Apartments

Leasing b y

Professional Property Management

721-8990

ACUI TOURNAM ENT

BILLIARDS AMD TABLE TEMMIS
DECEMBER 7, 20 02

PLAY FDR A CHANCE TD
COMPETE AT REGIDNALS IN
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON!!!

LOCK, STOCK AND
TWO SMOKING BARRELS
December 6th and 7th
7:00 p.m.

FEAR AND LOATHING
IN LAS VEGAS
December 6th and 7th
9:00 p.m.

Student*, Faculty, Staff: $2 or $3 for Double Header
General Admission: $4 or $6 for Double Header
Call 243.FILM or visit wwwwt.edu/uc/theater for more Information.

^snag/lbook .com

The University Center Game Room will fund the
trip to Seattle on February 21st and 22nd for the
top two men and women from each event. There
is a $10 entry fee, which will go toward the cost
of the regional tournament.

It doesn’t take an
economics
major to know that’s

BILLIARDS
Sign up a t 8 a.m . Play begins at 9 sum.

Casey Folley
senior,
business m arketing

Families deserve
affordable care
I am writing concerning
the recently proposed budget
cuts to the Department of
Public Health and Human
Services. In particular, I
want to address the Child
Health Insurance Program
cuts and the backlash that
these cuts could cause.
In Montana', more than
24,000 children do not have
health coverage. Currently
there are 9,000 children on
CHIP, with an additional 300
children on the waiting list.
Children ages 0-19 are cov
ered through CHIP.
Eligibility for CHIP is based
on 150 percent of the federal
poverty level.
CHIP is an insurance pro
gram that does not discrimi
nate based on pre-existing
conditions, which has
enabled many families to
receive affordable medical
care for their children with
illnesses.
The proposed DPHHS
budget cuts would reduce the
maximum resources allowed
for children, which would
reduce the number of chil
dren eligible for CHIP. The
problem with this reduction
is that one of the stipulations
from the government for
CHIP is that states cannot
make eligibility criteria more
restrictive than what was set
in 1997.
If the eligibility restric
tions are followed through,
Montana would lose $37.4
million in federal funds over
a three-year period. These
cuts would result in more
than 9,000 children losing
health insurance, which
places an undue burden on
the already overtaxed com
munity resources.
I urge you to call your leg
islature and tell them you do
not want the CHIP program
to have increased restric
tions. Encourage them to
investigate all means neces
sary to protect our children’s
right to health care. On
December 3rd and 4th, in the
UC from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
you will have an opportunity
to learn more about CHIP
and to call your legislature to
encourage their support of
the CHIP program. For more
information on CHIP check
out:
www.dphhs.state.mt.us/hpsd/
pubheal/chip/about_chip.htm
A m ber Jackson
senior,
social work

smart money#

TABLE TENNIS
Sign up at 21 a.m, Play begins at 12 p.m.
UC Game Room
2nd Floor of the University Center
Contact Steve Langley or Shirstie
Schmidgall at 243.2733 for details.

young and able. Because
some day, we will be fat and
we will die.

Now there’s a better way to buy and sell textbooks Snagabook.com. To sell your textbook, simply post it on our site and set
your price. To buy a book, browse for the book you need - at the price
you want! Go to Snagabook.com today to register FREE for this service,
and you could even win a laptop computer, or other great prizes!

Snagabook.com

Textbooks: Sell fo r more. Buy for less.

H ey You!
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Squad of elk guardians patrol Mount Jumbo
Casey Trang
Montana Kaimin

Myrtle Buis is an armed
Montana native. She helps pro
tect a herd of 50 to 100 elk that
come to Mount Jumbo every
winter to feed off its grasses.
But Buis isn’t armed with the
tools of a traditional guardian.
Equipped with knowledge — the
gift that she has spent her life
utilizing — she helps protect the
endangered herd of elk.
Buis was a teacher by trade
but is now retired. In the past
few years, she has volunteered
as a guardian — an ideal job for
Buis because she continues to
educate people while also pro
tecting the winter herd.
“It isn’t our job to police, just
to inform,” Buis said. “It’s an
educational situation.”
Buis, along with a handful of
other elk guardians, can be seen
wearing orange vests while tot
ing cell phones and sometimes
clip boards in areas around
Mount Jumbo. The Mount
Jumbo elk guardians stand vigi
lant at the mountain’s trailheads to enforce the laws of the
lands occupied by the elk herd
and other wildlife. But more
important, they inform people
visiting the area about the
importance of the survival of the
herd.
“It gives a real reason for not
going up there during the clo
sure,” said Lucas Zuckerman,
Missoula Parks and Recreation

volunteer coordinator.
Starting Dec. 1, much of
Mount Jumbo is closed to recre
ational use during the winter so
elk and other wildlife have an
area that provides adequate food
and shelter from the harsh win
ter weather of Missoula.
Mount Jumbo is an ideal
haven for wildlife during the
cold season because the south
ern face of the mountain
receives less snow and more sun
than many areas around the
Missoula valley. Coupled with
the existence of few trees and
ample vegetation, Mount
Jumbo’s south side provides an
ideal winter vacation spot for
wildlife.
“This is the place (the elk)
have picked, and they’ve been
there for decades and decades
and decades,” Zuckerman said.
Included in the closed region
is the area from the saddle
above Lincoln Hills south to
Interstate 90, which will not
open until March 15. The area
from the saddle to the north end
of Mount Jumbo is closed until
May 15.
Only two trails remain open
on Mount Jumbo during the
winter. The trail leading up to
the “L” and the Qwest easement
road above 1-90 are open to the
public. The three regions around
Mount Jumbo that remain open
throughout the year can be
found on a map located at the
Mount Jumbo trailhead. This
map can also be found online at

MISSOULA SWINGERS

MONTHLY MEET
& GREETS
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THEME PARTIES
COUPLES a SINGLE
FEMALES
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Mount Jumbo is home to a variety of wildlife throughout the year and extensively during the winter months. Only two
trails leading up the mountain will remain open and will be monitored by elk guardians during the winter season.

Missoula Parks and Recreation’s
Web site,
www.ci.missoula.mt.us/parkrec.
The trails are popular areas
that Missoula residents use for
walking their dogs, mountain
biking, bird and elk watching
and sometimes even snow shoe
ing in the winter, Zuckerman
said.
Keeping people on these roads

is important, Zuckerman said,
because the city purchased the
land in 1997 so it could be used
for conservation and recreation.
“We need to balance the
needs,” he said.
Although the elk guardians
have already had their initial
training, the group is looking
for more volunteers. Currently
the group has a handful of stu
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dent volunteers.
Anyone interested can con
tact Zuckerman at the Missoula
Parks and Recreation office, but
he adds that he is looking for
people willing to make a com
mitment.
“Nowadays volunteer work
almost looks as important as
paid experience,” Zuckerman
said.
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Fall 2002 Lecture

F R E E D E L IV E R Y

a.Patterns in A ir a n d Water: B etter
L iving in M issoula through Chemistry ”

721-7610
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am

Dr. Garon Smith
University Theatre
Wednesday, December 4 , 2 0 0 2

Fri-Sat 11 am - 2 am

7 :0 0 p .m .
i
How do you discover what’s going on in the air we breathe and the
water we drink in Missoula? Why did Missoula switch from sanding its
winter streets to chemical de-icers? Why is curb paint not as yellow as it
used to be? These questions and others have challenged UM Chemistry
Professor Garon Smith as vice-chair of the Missoula City-County Board
of Health and as an environmental researcher. With rather unusual
methods, Dr. Smith reveals new insights into our community.
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Doin' the do

Stolen goat found
in LA Building
Report of loose dog
yields pygm y goat
on Thanksgiving

Wig master Kelly
Nelson puts fin
ishing touches on
actor Zac
Thomas'wig for
the play
“Amadeus" in the
drama building
Monday night.
The play will
open Dec. 10 and
will run through
Dec. 15. The play
features 28 wigs,
three of which are
real human hair.

Kellyn Brown
Montana Kaimin

L is a H o m st e in /
M o n t a n a K a im in

T ree p oach ers face steep fines
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

Christmas tree poachers
could face a $100 fine if they do
not purchase the $3 permit the
U.S. Forest Service is issuing
for harvesting Christmas trees.
“We’ve got a natural resource
to continue to protect out
there,” said Dixie Dies, a Forest
Service public affairs officer.
The permits cost up to
$3.50, depending on where
they’re being sold, Dies said.
“People can come down and
get a permit and go find their
tree,” said Kendra Haswell, an
employee of Bob Wards in
Hamilton.
Last year there were 1,586
permits purchased, said Jeff
Lott, a staff member of the

Forest Service’s public and
governmental relations. He
said he did not know how
many people have been caught
by the Forest Service for
poaching trees.
“I’ve never heard of anyone
getting published in the paper
for nabbing a Christmas tree,”
Lott said.
Most people are caught for
illegally cutting fire wood or ille
gal timber harvesting, he added.
“I’d definitely pay the three
dollars,” said Shawn Roche, a
University of Montana
student.
Dies said cutting down a
tree that is surrounded by
many others can be helpful in
promoting forest growth.
“People can get the best
tree they want and at the

same time do something good
for the land,” Dies said.
When a person buys a per
mit, they receive a cutting area
map and information sheet
with guidelines on how and
where to cut trees, Dies said.
The Christmas tree permits
are available through Dec. 24.
In Missoula, people can
purchase permits at the Forest
Service office located at 200 E.
Broadway, or the Ranger
District at Fort Missoula in
Building 24. In Hamilton, per
mits can be purchased at Bob
Wards and Lone Pine Conoco,
and in Corvallis at the
Woodside Country Store. In
Stevensville, you can buy a
permit at Cenex; and in Darby
at Bud and Shirley’s
Restaurant.

Sp e c ia l s
Monday Wednesday Thursday,
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1/2 Price
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6 PM-2 AM

Drinks
8-Midnight
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10 PM-1 AM

Drink
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W
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the following positions are open for
Spring Semester...

N ew s
B u s in e s s
Reporter
• Advertising
News Editor Representatives
• Copy Editor
• Office
• Photo Editor
Assistants
• Photographer
Pick up applications in Journalism 206!

Applications are Due^
December 6th, @ noon in Journalism 206.

While most of the
University of Montana’s stu
dents, faculty and staff were
enjoying turkey on
Thanksgiving, a lone pygmy
goat was trapped in the hall
way on the first floor of the
Liberal Arts Building.
A note wadded up under
the goat’s collar read: “Take
me back to the KOA. I’m preg
nant.”
It turned out the goat was
not pregnant.
“They’re just fat,” KOA
employee Dale Wisby said.
The goat was stolen from
the KOA petting zoo
Wednesday evening, and on
Thursday Public Safety
received a call that a dog was
loose in the LA Building. The
dog was actually a goat.
“There was no food or water
left for the goat,” said Captain
Jim Lemcke, the assistant
director of Public Safety.
“Depending on when it was
put in there, it could have

been in serious trouble.”
Public Safety Officer
Kristen Stewart responded to
the call.
She said the goat left feces
in the hallway of the LA build
ing and was having a hard
time standing because the
linoleum floor was slippery.
The goat appeared to have a
hurt leg, she said, but it was
later discovered that the goat
has an arthritic leg.
Stewart put a leash around
the goat’s neck and walked it
to Public Safety. Upon discov
ering the note on the goat’s
collar, which wasn’t initially
visible, she called the KOA
petting zoo.
KOA zookeeper Stephanie
Blank retrieved the goat. She
said this isn’t the first time
something like this has hap
pened.
“Last year someone took a
goat,” Blank said. “I guess it’s
a yearly thing ... It’s sad they
have to involve animals in
their pranks.”
The KOA petting zoo hous
es more than 75 animals,
including ducks, llamas, hors
es and goats.
“I’m just glad she got back
to the zoo,” Wisby said.
There are currently no sus
pects in the goat-nabbing.
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Servo case continues in Texas UM professor converts
No suspects
detained in
murder case
Kellyn Brown
Montana Kaimin

It has been more than
two months since Jennifer
Servo was found murdered
in her Abilene, Texas, apart
ment, but police said they
are still optim istic that her
killer will be found.
“We are w aiting very
patiently w ith the DNA lab,”
said D etective Jeff Bell of
the Abilene Police
Department. “We are hoping
that w ill wrap it up.”
That process is being held
up because Servo had a cat,
and experts are trying to
sift through all the hair to
find evidence.
Servo, a 2002 UM jour

nalism school graduate and
former reporter at Montana
Public Radio and M issoula’s
KECI 13, was found dead in
her apartm ent Sept. 18. She
had been a full-time
reporter for Abilene TV sta 
tion KRBC 9 since July.
A preliminary autopsy
report revealed she suffered
a combination of strangula
tion and head trauma.
Police say they believe
Servo knew her killer and
injuries on her body are con
sisten t with sexual assault.
Servo’s case has gained
national exposure and
appeared on America’s Most
Wanted on Nov. 16. The day
the show aired, nearly 40
people called in offering tips
about Servo’s murder. Since
the original airing, Abilene
police said they have
received two to three calls a
day regarding the case. Bell

said most of the callers
reported seeing item s stolen
from Servo’s home the night
o f the murder, in particular,
a distinctive hand bag that
has an im age of a Marilyn
Monroe look-alike on its
side.
Although police have
been following up on several
tips, no suspects have been
detained.
“We got people we are
looking at,” Bell said. “Right
now there is not any real
evidence to tie anyone to the
murder.”
He said he hopes the
DNA evidence that will
return from the lab will give
the police more information
to work with.
“It has got to be discour
aging for the fam ily with
the holidays approaching,”
Bell said. “Our departm ent
really feels for them .”
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chemistry into music
Kristen Inbody
Montana Kaimin

From calculations about
toxic heavy m etals in
M issoula’s water,
U n iversity o f M ontana
chem istry professor Garon
Sm ith m ade w hat he calls
“soothing and stately
m usic.”
“It reminds me o f Samuel
Barber’s Adagio for Strings
... My wife has even request
ed it as a lullaby,” Smith
said. “It’s based on very com
plicated calculations, but it
could be hip-hop if the
tempo was sped up.”
Smith will present the
lecture “Patterns in Air and
Water: B etter Living in
M issoula Through
Chemistry” as part of the
Provost’s D istinguished
Faculty Lecture Series. He
will speak at the U niversity
Theater on Wednesday at
7 p.m.
The music — composed
using numbers set to a syn
thesizer — w ill accompany
55 im ages of calculations as
art.
“You will see and hear the
numbers,” Sm ith said. “It’s
very different from doing
m ath.”
For Smith, science is art,
music and a route to practi
cal solutions. Currently, he
is working on projects such
as: using honeybees as land
mine detectors, monitoring
air pollution and tracking
the underground movement

of diesel leaks through the
soil.
“I’ll be telling stories
about trying to make the air
and w ater better in ways
that are realistic,” Smith
said.
Around Missoula, Smith’s
decade of attem pts to
improve air quality have led
to the Bio-Bus, oxygenated
fuels and wood stove regula
tions.
Sm ith’s talk will focus on
M issoula’s environment.
“I wanted to keep it of
local interest,” he said. “I’m
hoping to get people here to
hear about their own com
munity.”
Chemistry is not some
thing that gets people excit
ed to attend a lecture, Smith
said, but he hopes that
involving art, music and the
environm ent will allow those
“non-chem istry people” to
get interested.
If that doesn’t work,
Sm ith has dramatic demon
strations ready.
“I like fire,” he said.
When testing for toxic
chem icals in water, Smith
splashes a sam ple into a
flame. The colors absorbed
or produced by the flame
show w hat’s in the water.
It’s pure chemistry, but
chem istry is more than just
experim ents and numbers.
“Chemistry is in the
School of Arts and Sciences,”
Sm ith said. “I’m trying to
show why they call it arts
and sciences.”
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Big Brothers, Sisters may lose siblings
Budget cuts could
hurt relationships at
Big Brothers and
Big Sisters
Luke Johnson
Montana J<aimin

John Heenan is a good big
brother.
In the past several years
he has taken his younger
brother, Marcus, snowboard
ing, folfing, camping, skiing,
to the movies, out for meals
and to an amusement park.
“I’d say our relationship is
the exact same as if we were
biological brothers,” Heenan
said of Marcus. “He’s part of
my family, and I’m part of
his.”
Heenan and Marcus are
what is known as a “match”
in the Big Brothers and Big
Sisters program. Heenan
signed up to be a big brother
as an undergraduate while at
the University of Montana.
After completing the applica
tion process, Heenan was
introduced to 7-year-old
Marcus. That was five years
ago.
Tve been lucky enough to
watch him grow up,” said
Heenan, now in law school at
UM. “He’s becoming a teenager.”

Health care
Continued from Page 1

those with kidney diseases buy
medication.
The proposed cuts also include
state support for a hospice pro
gram that helps terminally ill
patients face their deaths in the
familiar surroundings of their
homes. And still to be determined

Marcus, whose father died
face cutting current matches
when he was young, also has
from their programs.
a younger sister involved in
The Missoula chapter will
the program. However,
have to raise an extra
Marcus and his sister’s
$50,000 in addition to its nor
involvement in the program
mal fund-raisers to keep its
could come to an end — and
current program intact. If it
not because there aren’t peo
fails to do so, the branch
ple who want to be their men would be forced to terminate
tors.
one of its case manager posi
The matches made by
tions and cut approximately
BBBS are now in jeopardy
130 of the chapter’s matches,
because the state of Montana
almost half of the 300 match
chose to cut funding to the
es the chapter currently pro
program, which it had been
vides.
providing since 1976. In
The matches would be cut
April, the Legislature cut
because, although they are
about $25,000 from the BBBS volunteer programs that cost
budget, and the special ses
nothing, the ratio of one case
sion held in June voted to cut manager to every 100-plus
the remaining state contribu matches must be maintained
tion of $183,264 per year. In
to keep the program’s affilia
its budget for the next two
tion with Big Brothers and
years, the state Department
Big Sisters of America. BBBS
of Public Health and Human
of America maintains that
Services has recommended
the ratio is necessary to make
that the next Legislature
sure all children are safe
make the cuts permanent.
with their mentors in the pro
The funding the state had
gram.
provided went toward the
Part of a case manager’s
salaries of the case workers
job is to make sure the rela
at the various chapters across tionship between the big sib
Montana. The six individual
ling and the little sibling
chapters of Big Brothers and
remains healthy and reward
Big Sisters across the state — ing for both, said Danette
located in Missoula, Great
Rector, Missoula’s BBBS
Falls, Billings, Butte,
executive director.
Bozeman and Helena — must
“The program is super
now come up with the lost
strict about screening people
funding through donations or
because you can’t be too care

ful when there’s kids
involved,” John Heenan said.
“They even do background
checks to ensure the safety of
the children.”
The Missoula chapter is in
the same boat as others
throughout the state.
“The money pays for the
staff, and if we let go of the
staff, we have to let go of the
matches,” said Teresa Chart,
executive director of Montana
BBBS.
“We’ve been getting this
money for 26 years and have
been setting up a foundation
that could get ripped away.”
Chart said the program is
a prevention program.
“Here’s a case where tax
payers can pay a little more
or a lot later,” Chart said.
The program’s numbers
speak to its success, Rector
said.
Kids in the program are
less likely to do drugs, drink
alcohol, be violent or skip
school and are more likely to
have better relationships and
perform better on tests,
according to an independent
test that studied BBBS,
Rector said.
The burden is now on
Rector and her counterparts
at the other local chapters to
raise more through fund-rais
ers such as “Bowl for Kids’

Sake,” in which teams from
the community bowl and com
pete with each other to raise
the most money for the pro
gram.
“We’re going to do every
thing that we can to try to
make sure that cuts to this
program don’t happen,”
Rector said. “We’re not going
to give up.”
Heenan said he gets sick to
his stomach when he thinks
about other people not get
ting the chance to participate
in the program due to a lack
of funding.
“It’s awful to think people
wouldn’t be able to do this,”
he said.
Heenan thinks back to a
couple of years ago when
Marcus was the ring bearer
at his wedding. He remem
bers the Thanksgivings he
and Marcus have spent
together and all the laughs
they have shared. He thinks
about what he has learned
from the program.
“(BBBS) has taught me the
importance of being involved
in the community and that
family is what you make it,”
Heenan said. “When I came
here from Pennsylvania and
got involved in the program I
had no family out here. But
now I do — it’s Marcus.”

are cuts to a range of Medicaid
programs considered “optional”
under the state and federal rules
for the program.
Most services spared under
Gray’s budget were those paid
for largely by the federal govern
ment. They include the
Children’s Health Insurance
Program, which provides health
coverage to more than 9,300
children in poor families. Other

into the principal of the trust to
help balance the budget.
For that to happen, threefourths of legislators in both the
Senate and the House must
approve it. Using the trust has
been proposed in the past but
has never been successful, and
leading legislators from the gov
ernor’s own party predict the
idea is doomed.
“There is zero chance of that
happening,” said Rep. Dick
Haines, a Missoula Republican
who will serve on the legislative
committee that will make recom
mendations on the state’s health
and human services spending.
Another member of that com
mittee, Senate President Bob
Keenan, R-Bigfork, said he is
astounded that Martz is propos
ing the use of the money.
“It isn’t going to happen,”
Keenan said. “The votes aren’t
there.”
Keenan and advocates for
low-income Montanans fear that
this means deeper cuts in health
and human service programs.
Mary Caferro, an organizer
and lobbyist for the advocacy

group WEEL, or Working for
Equality and Economic
Liberation, says given the likely
failure of the governor’s coal-tax
idea, things like the children’s
insurance program and foster
care are still in danger.
“They haven’t been saved,”
Caferro said.
Montana isn’t the only state
struggling to come up with a
balanced budget that maintains
needed services. Forty-one of
the 50 states face large state
deficits and the looming possi
bility of severe program cuts.
Still, Gray said the people
that may be affected by the cuts
to health services haunt her.
She said she feels the worst
about cuts that would deprive
the mentally ill of services. She
compared the budget-building
process to a water balloon, in
that a slight touch to one part of
the balloon causes unpre
dictable effects to other areas.
“One change affects three
other things,” Gray said.
Gray said she expects the
Legislature’s final budget to
look very different from the gov
ernor’s proposal, yet she is hope
ful things will change. If the
number of caseloads stabilize or
decrease, or if state revenue
increases, there could be more
money in the budget, she said.
“The projections we’re mak
ing are for a long time in
advance,” Gray said. “If the
number of caseloads stabilizes,
we could have enough.”
After months of meetings
with clients, providers and
employees, Gray said her
department’s recommendations
to the governor did the best it
could with the money available.
Now it’s the Legislature’s turn.
“It’s time to move on to the
next step,” she said.
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Stop in for a 10 min. 0 2 se ssion for $8.00 (reg.
$11.50) & receive another 10:min. se ssion free!
Bring this coupon in along with your Griz card.

Giue y o u r s e l f
a bo o st du rin g
fin als!

Open: Mon. thru Sat. 9:30-7:00 // Sun. 12:00-5:00
327-1103

programs saved from the depart
ments cuts include reimburse
ment for parents and group
homes providing foster care,
treatment for low-income
Montanans with breast and cer
vical cancer, therapy for developmentally disabled infants and
money to help the sick or injured
buy needed medication.
The safety of children also
weighed heavily on Gray when
she made her recommendation to
spare the insurance program.
Likewise, she said, proposed cuts
to foster care were so great, the
safety of children was endangered.
But whether those programs
were truly “saved” remains an
open question, one that can only
be answered by the Legislature
early next year.
The governors proposal for
balancing the budget rests
heavily on the controversial idea
of using $93 million from the
state’s coal tax trust fund. The
fund, created in the ’70s, accu
mulates more than $30 million
a year in interest that the state
typically spends, but the gover
nor is asking legislators to dig

Buy any
Clubfoot Sandwich

-■ FREE
Fountain Soda & Chips
123 E. Main
Downtown
327-9400

204 W. Kent
542-2206

O
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By
the
Num bers

Griz return to championship form just in time
UM trounces
Northwestern State,
rebounds from
tough losses
Bryan Haines
Kaimin Sports Edjtor

1,600
Miles from Missoula
to Lake Charles, La.,
home of the
McNeese Cowboys —.
the Grizzlies’ next
playoff hurdle.

3,200/20
Elevation of
Missoula/Lake
Charles, La.

■3
Total rushing yards
by the Bobcats
against
McNeese State.

3
Number of Grlz
quarterbacks who
played in Saturday’s
game. .

2:07
Minutes it took for
quarterback Brandon
Neill to complete a
drive to the end zone
in the third series of
the game.

96
Yards Jefferson
Heidelberger ran
for a touchdown on
a kickoff return —
the fourth longest
return in Griz
history.

a bunch
Number of
times the
announcers
mispronounced
McNeese State. It’s
' MACNeese, people.

They’re back.
Saturday afternoon at
Washington-Grizzly Stadium
the Montana Grizzlies
announced in grand fashion
th a t the defending I-AA foot
ball champions won’t give up
their title easily, trouncing
Northwestern State 45-14 in
the opening round of the I-AA
playoffs.
A chilled crowd of 15,758 —
nearly 4,000 less than this sea
son’s average attendance —
watched as the Grizzlies
rebounded from tough consecu
tive losses against Eastern
Washington and Montana
State to close out their season.
Although the loss to EWU
hurt, losing to the Bobcats 10-7
a t home was a punch in the gut
for the Grizzlies, who had won
the last 16 games against their
in-state rival.
The following Monday morn
ing though, Grizzly head coach
Joe Glenn and his staff imme
diately worked on putting th a t
loss behind their players and
focusing on Northwestern
State. UM coaches didn’t show
the tape of the Bobcat game to
the Grizzlies, instead directing
all their players’ attention to
the playoffs and the goal of a
repeat national championship.
By the time noon rolled
around Saturday, the Grizzlies
had their gun-slinging swagger
back with them.
“We needed to get on with
the season and not look back,
and it took a lot of work by
everyone to move on,” Glenn
said. “From where the kids
were on Monday to where they
were on Saturday, it was quite
a resurrection.”

L i d o V iz z u t t i / M o n t a n a K a i m i n

Defensive end Herbert Fernandez sights in the ball for an interception during
the second period of Saturday's game against Northwestern State at
Washington- Grizzly Stadium. Fernandez ran the ball into the end zone to
give the Griz a 21-0 lead over the Demons going into halftime.

Offensively, the quarterback
duo of John Edwards and
Brandon Neill combined to
throw for 239 yards, with Neill
hooking up with Tate Hancock
on a 23-yard touchdown pass
th a t put Montana up 14-0 in
the first quarter.
Glenn had no idea th a t Neill
was going to play, as it was a
decision made by offensive
coordinator Billy Cockhill. The
move did not bother Glenn,
who said th at he trusted his
entire coaching staff’s decision
making abilities.
Although, he did say th at
had it been a t a different point
of the game, he would have
voiced his opinion about the
move.
“I probably should know
about the move since there is
so much focus on the quarter
back and talk to Cockhill about
giving me a heads up, but I
wasn’t going to jum p in there,”
Glenn said. “Had it been a
more critical point of the game,
I would have said something.”

Opening up the passing
lanes was a resurgent ground
attack led by J.R. Waller’s 81
yards on 13 carries. David
Gober, who has battled a
sprained ankle, put Montana
on the board in the first quar
ter, scoring on a 26-yard jau n t
to give UM a 7-0 lead early on.
It was the first rushing
touchdown for the Grizzlies in
four games, and the improved
production from his running
backs was a welcome sight for
Glenn.
“It helped us a bunch,”
Glenn said. “It took a lot of
pressure off the passing game
and we thought we matched up
well up front with them.”
On the other side of the ball,
the Grizzlies run defense —
which had resembled a strainer
with opposing running backs
flowing through it in past
games — stood tall against
Northwestern.
The Demons were held to
ju st 65 yards on the ground on
40 carries, gaining only 1-and-

a-half yards every time they
rushed the ball.
Leading the charge was seldom-used defensive lineman
H erbert Fernandez, who was
filling in for an injured Tim
Bush. Fernandez helped stop
Northwestern’s rushing attack
early on and then single-hand
edly put the game away for the
Grizzlies.
Midway through the second
quarter Fernandez fanned out
into pass coverage and stepped
in front of Northwestern quar
terback Kevin Magee’s swing
pass and tipped it into the air.
The 225-pound lineman then
hobbled the ball a couple times
before finally catching it. Once
the pigskin was in his hands,
Fernandez rumbled 16 yards
untouched for the score, sealing
up the game in Glenn’s mind.
“It was a storybook game for
Herbert,” Glenn said. “When
his number finally came up, he
made the most of it.”
In the second half, another
seldom-used Grizzly set off his
own fireworks.
Jefferson Heildelberger
returned two kicks — a 68yard punt return and a 96-yard
kickoff return — for scores. The
68-yard punt return put the
Grizzlies ahead 35-0, and his
kickoff return, the fourthlongest in school history, made
the score 45-14, putting the
final touch on the route.
Montana now shifts its focus
to McNeese State, the No. 1
seed in the playoffs and the
country. The Cowboys survived
a scare from Montana State,
holding on to win 21-14.
MSU’s success against
McNeese, whose only loss this
season came against Nebraska,
is something th at UM hopes to
build on.
“If the Bobcats make a cou
ple more plays, they come out
of th at game on top. It shows
th at the Big Sky can hang with
them,” Glenn said. “Hopefully
we can go down there and do
the same.”

MSU falls short against No. 1 McNeese State
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

After knocking off the 2001 national
champions University of Montana the
week before, the Montana State Bobcats
lost to No. 1 McNeese State on Saturday
evening in Lake Charles, La., in the open
ing round of Division I-AA football play
offs.
In a 21-14 loss, the No. 16 seed
Bobcats, the lowest seed in the playoffs,
battled the Cowboys the entire game
before coming up short a t the end. The
Cats got on the scoreboard in the second
quarter when quarterback Travis Lulay
connected a 36-yard pass to Aaron Hill.
The next touchdown for the Cats came in

Wildlife
Masquerade
Dance Party
with DJ Squirmi
from The Bodeg%g
Organized by U o f M students to&
help the IW F F purchase the Roxy

When:
Time: ^

the fourth quarter when Lulay connected
with wide receiver Junior Adams on a
slant from eight yards out, tying the score
a t 14-14.
M ontana State could not hold on. Five
minutes later the Cowboys scored on a
one-yard quarterback sneak by Scott
Pendarvis.
Despite scoring twice, the Bobcats were
held to an anemic minus-three yards rush
ing by the Cowboys’ defense. Montana
State running back Ryan Johnson, who
rushed for 132 yards on 39 carries the
week before against Montana, was held to
minus four yards on eight carries by the
Cowboy defense.
Lulay provided the Cats with their
offense, completing 15 of 32 passes for 220

D ecem ber

6th

7 :3 0 fS 'W Q tc h a
W ildlife Film or. 9 :3 0
for a W ildlife M asq u erad e
D qnqq Party

Cost:

$ 4 . 0 0 for adults efnd
$ 3 . 0 0 for students

C A LLIN G A L L Conservatives, Liberals, Hawks,
Jocks, Peaceniks, Beatniks, Nerds, Slackers,
Christians, Atheists, Muslims, Buddhists, Artists,
Preppies, Stoners, Musicians, Singers, Dancers,
Intellectuals, Bisexuals, Carnies, and People who
like to eat Pizza
o n e Meeting

lprjo rjty

W h e r e : Roxy Theater at it 18 S.

Tonight! U C
Only

: p H iggins- A v e cM isso u la

We fir an anirpuC mask to
win jjrfflgyrttiffCe drawing!

yards. He also threw one interception. The
Cats’ offensive line was missing two
starters — guard Mataio Toilolo and cen
te r Nic Stevenson both sat out with
injuries.
Those injuries plagued the Bobcats in
their first playoff appearance in 18 years.
The Cowboys rushed for 110 yards and
passed for 115 yards. Pendarvis did not
throw an interception.
“It was a great game between two great
team s,” Montana State coach Mike
Kramer said. “I thought th a t our defense
played outstanding, but we ran out of
gas.”
Montana State ended its season 7-6,
winning a share of the Big Sky Conference
title for the first time since 1984.

F R E E PIZZA TONIGHT1

at 8 : 3 0
min!

224
20

pm

Help prevent the spread and use of nukes
Visit www.priorityoneonline.org
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Grizzlies freeze out in Alaska Shootout
Loss to Division-II
Anchorage leaves little to
be thankful for
Brittany Hageman
Montana Kaimin

Way up north, the performance of
the Grizzly men’s basketball team went
south last weekend.
After dropping games to Michigan
State, Loyola Marymount and Alaska
Anchorage in a 40-hour span, the
Grizzlies went away from the
Cars/Safeway Great Alaska Shootout
in Anchorage 0-3, making them 1-4
overall.
The Griz finished last in the eightteam tournament, toe-to-toe with
teams from Oklahoma State, Villanova,
Wyoming and Charleston.
Charleston College entered the 25th
annual Shootout unknown, but ended
up winning the tournament with its
71-69 win over Villanova.
The first game for the Griz was
against Michigan State Thursday
night, as the Spartans outgunned
Montana 80-60 in front of a
Thanksgiving crowd of about 7,200
people.
“We would almost have to have had
a superhuman effort to pull off the
upset,” head coach Pat Kennedy said

about the possibility of downing the
lOth-ranked Spartans.
John Wooden Award candidate Chris
Hill led the Spartans with 23 points.
Hill shot 50 percent as the Spartans
hit a scorching 57 percent overall.
MSU’s lead grew to 28 when Paul
Davis made two free throws with just
under five minutes left.
Michigan State also rocked the Griz
off the boards, out-rebounding
Montana 35-18.
UM’s redshirt freshman
Kevin Criswell came off the
bench to provide some offen
sive spark with a careerhigh 16 points. But
Criswell’s burst was not
near enough to compensate
for the deficit the Griz dug
late in the second half.
The next day, the Griz took on the
Lions of Loyola Marymount but were
edged 65-62 in a defensive contest that
came down to the final shot.
LMU’s Brandon Worthy and Kent
Dennis hit critical free throws in the
final minute, and Criswell’s despera
tion shot fell short as the Grizzlies
dropped their second game in the tour
ney.
The Lions’ balanced scoring attack
(11 of 12 players scored) allowed the
team to evenly divide the offensive load.
Montana guard David Bell won the

Most Outstanding Player of the game
award with 21 points.
Bell got off to a cold start as the
Grizzlies were outscored 14-1 in the
first eight minutes. He warmed up as
he ended the game 6-15 from the floor
and 5-11 on three-point shots.
Montana forged a six-point lead
before going cold near the end of the
contest after allowing LMU’s 5-foot-11
guard Charles Brown to hit a 3-pointer
with 1:35 remaining.
With that shot, Brown knot
ted the score at 59.
Montana couldn’t pull the
game out at the end.Steve
Home traveled, and a second
later Criswell was forced to
foul, sending the Lions to the
free-throw line, where they
clinched the win.
Saturday, Montana faced Division-II
Alaska-Anchorage as the Griz contin
ued to snowball its losing streak with a
69-52 upset to the Seawolves.
Seawolf forward and team captain
Peter Bullock, who scored 37 points
Friday in a loss to Wyoming, led his
team against the Griz, snagging 18
rebounds and 26 points. Bullock also
had four steals and two blocks.
“The coach has done a good job put
ting things together and finding the
right combination,” Bullock said. “It’s
fun to beat a Division-I team every

Lady Griz take tournament,
kick off year undefeated
Rookie squad bolsters Griz
scoring attack

full use of his bench.
“We played tough defense, that’s key right
there,” said Edwards who came off the
bench in final moments of the game against
Chelsi Moy
Drake to give UM its game-winning lead.
Montana Kaimin
“I ju st started pulling some crap out and
luckily they ju st fell,” Edwards said. “It was
A 4-0 record is the perfect way to start
great screens and good passes that got me
the season for the Lady Griz basketball
open.”
team.
Edwards, who totaled 12 points and 5
The Lady Griz proved that inexperience
rebounds, hit a 3-pointer with three minutes
can not be underestimated as the young
left to go and then came back with a longteam brought home a tournament win last
range jumper with 26 seconds left to secure
weekend from Orono, Maine.
UM’s win.
The Lady Griz were matched up in first
In the championship game against the
round competition against the Drake
Maine Black Bears, the Lady Griz managed
Bulldogs who advanced to the NCAA tourna a 66-56 win despite 21 turnovers.
ment’s Sweet 16 last season. The Bulldogs,
The team is going to work on ball control
who were also 2-0 at the time, had beaten
but is still trying to find its rhythm, Selvig
No. 20-ranked Iowa State the weekend
said.
before.
“It was a learning experience, and
“When you have such young kids,
w e made some good progress,” Selvig
everything is a new test,” said head
jsaid. The UM player who has exhib
coach Robin Selvig, “but they played
ited great progress since last season
against good team s and in front of big
iis 6-foot-3 center Hollie Tyler.
crowds, and to win that is a big confi
Tyler, a sophomore, scored a
dence builder.”
career high 23 points in the opening
Joining two returning starters from
game against Portland, and has
last season, Julie Deming and LeAnn
scored in double digits every game
Montes, are three true freshman:
since. She also earned MVP honors
Katie
Corrie Villegas, S ara G ale and K atie
at this last weekend’s tournament.
Edwards
Edwards, and la s t y e a r’s re d s h irt
Due to the fact it is still early in
Jody McLeod.
the season, Selvig said he can’t
Montes, of Box Elder, Mont.; and Deming
make any predictions about the team’s
of Portland, Ore., are both seniors, but
future.
Deming has not been able to practice so far
“I don’t know what my expectations are at
this season because of an injury.
this point,” Selvig said. “I know we can play
The Lady Griz kicked off their winning
better, and I want the team to be as tough
streak against the University of Portland on on the road as at home.”
Nov. 24. Although they allowed Portland a
The team will not play its first conference
slight comeback in the fourth quarter, the
game until the middle of January. Selvig
Lady Griz came out on top 74-65. Montana
said this is encouraging, and will allow the
maintained its intensity through the follow
team time to find its identity.
ing day to beat MSU-Billings by 16 points.
The next action for the Lady Griz is set
The Lady Griz’s success was bolstered by
for Dec. 7 when they will play St. Mary’s
stingy defense and Selvig’s ability to make
College in Moraga, Calif.

now and then.”
Neither team could find a spark in
the opening half with the Grizzlies
missing all nine of their 3-point
attempts and the Seawolves connecting
on only two of 12.
UAA freshman forward Adam FittChappell led the Seawolves through
the second half, nailing 4 of 6 from
long range and finishing with 16
points.
Once again, the Griz were led by the
one-two punch of Bell and Criswell,
who finished with 15 and 14 points,
respectively.
Throughout the tournament, the
Griz struggled to create offense inside,
allowing teams to focus on the outside
threats of Bell and Criswell.
Montana starting center Victor
Venters contributed eight points and
five rebounds in the final game, but sat
on the bench for nearly a half due to
foul trouble.
Kennedy picked up his first foul as
Griz head coach, a technical foul, that
is. After complaining to official Kenny
Wilson about allowing play to continue
after UM’s Home had twisted his
ankle, Wilson slapped Kennedy with
the “T.”
Following the loss to UAA the Griz
traveled home, hoping to recoup and
regroup before taking on Gonzaga
Thursday at home.

D onation fund started
for Grizzly cheerleader
University of Montana
cheerleader Rick Wiesemann
was moved from St. Patrick
Hospital to rehabilitation
last week, and he is regain
ing some movement in all
his extremities.
Wiesemann dislocated his
neck and underwent surgery
Nov. 12 to fuse two vertebras
together after he was
injured during tumbling
practice. He is attending
physical and occupational
therapy two tim es a day, and
family members said he is
doing well and keeping a

positive attitude.
An account has been set
up at the Missoula Federal
Credit Union to assist
Wiesemann and his family
with paying for his surgery
and rehabilation. Donations
can be dropped off at any
Missoula Federal Credit
Union or can be mailed to
the Richard Wiesemann
Benefit Account d o Missoula
Federal Credit Union, 3600
Brooks St., Missoula, MT.,
59801.
— K aim in Sports S ta ff

Coach charged with theft
HAVRE (AP)— The former
Montana State-Northern men's
basketball coach faces a misde
meanor theft charge for alleged
ly depositing $8,250 in team
funds in his own checking
account, and using about $300
for personal expenses.
Brian Harrell coached the
men's basketball team for the
2001-2002 season and resigned
in April, two days after universi
ty system auditors began inves
tigating the program's finances.
At the time of the audit,
Harrell's personal checking
account held $3,343.94, which
was transferred back to the uni
versity, court records said.
In a written statement,
Harrell admitted that some of
the funds had been used for dry
cleaning, a CD and CD player
and unspecified personal
expenses, and he could not
account for about $300, the com
plaint said.

The complaint was filed on
Nov. 25, and Harrell is sched
uled to be arraigned on Dec. 9.
Montana Criminal
Investigation Bureau investiga
tor Shane Shaw concluded that
all but the $300 had been used
for athletic expenses, such as Tshirts and sweats and meal
money for the team, as well as
fund-raising expenses.
The complaint added that
Harrell paid the university
$5,200 for his mishandling of
other funds that he had received
for travel expenses, and the uni
versity did not press charges on
the amount Harrell has already
repaid.
The complaint said Harrell
contacted Shaw after his resig
nation and admitted he put
money into his account in viola
tion of departmental rules, but
maintained he had used nearly
all the funds for program pur
poses.
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Jill Stratton (left) reachesfor her husband's hand during the Samlwin ceremony at the Pagan or Wiccan Education Resources Support meeting. "Each member prac
tices a different pagan tradition," Stratton said. “Everyone has their own personal path to the divine.”

p o w e r s fkoif
Pagan and w iccan support group dispels myths
by
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he black of Friday night is settling
in over Missoula, and the city’s
witches and pagans are moving.
One by one they make their way to the
University of Montana campus.
By 6 p.m. they begin arriving on the
third floor of UC Room 333. They’ve come
for the weekly meeting of the Pagan or
Wiccan Education Resources Support
group, or POWERS.
The name has spooky connotations, but
nobody arrives in a pointy, black hat or on
a broom.
Instead, they sport blue jeans, tennis
shoes and dripping rain jackets.
Angie Becker, a UM senior and founder
of the group, sits hunched over a notebook
as people file in.
“It’s probably going to be a slow turnout
tonight,” she said. “It’s the second week
end of Harry Potter.”
A passing stranger might think it is a
meeting of a book club, a study group or
just friends as the group begins to inter
act. A middle-aged man named Troy
brings his dog, who is greeted by all. He
sits next to Michelle, a freckled girl who
just finished aerobics class.
“How did your dentist thing go?” she
asks him.
Closer observation, though, will reveal
hints of the group’s purpose for meeting.
Troy folds his arms on the table and intri
cate Celtic tattoos peek out from under his
sleeves.
The meeting gains some order as a
woman clothed entirely in black velvet
strides into the room. She is Jill Stratton,
licensed minister in the Universal Life
Church, an Internet-based group that
promotes freedom and acceptance of unor
ganized religions.
Stratton has completed courses from

SaraK

T

Members of POWERS, a campus resource group for practicing pagans and wiccans, call thefour
corners during a Samhain ceremony. Samhain, the original namefor Halloween, is an ancient tra
dition of honoring the dead through communion with spirits, performance of magical rites and
feasts celebrating the spirits of their ancestors.

the University of Metaphysics, another
online entity, and said she is well versed in
most aspects of the Earth-based religions.
She is an asset to the core group of about
20 who meet every week in the UC. Some
meetings include workshops on the differ
ent sects of their religion, and others, like
tonight, provide a forum for discussion.
“Do we have any business?” Stratton
asks.
Becker passes around information
about adopting a family for the holidays, a
program sponsored by the Salvation Army.
POWERS recently gained recognition
from ASUM, and members pride them
selves on community involvement and
charity.
“Fm also passing around a sign-up
sheet for Yule,” Becker adds, referring to

one of the eight sabots, or holidays, the
group observes. Yule is on the winter sol
stice.
“We usually have a potluck and a gift
exchange,” she said. “And then a formal
circle.”
Stratton takes the opportunity to
explain what a “circle” involves, and a dis
cussion on the basics of pagan and wiccan
religions ensues. Skeet, a slender man
with a jutting goatee, listens intently. He
came tonight after reading an advertise
ment in a local newspaper.
“When we go into a circle, we chant
and sing to raise energy and focus that
energy on a certain purpose,” she said.
“That’s what we call magic.”
What kind of purpose do they focus on?
“We pray for money, love, and peace,”

S o r \v a lle .+

Stratton said. “The same things anyone
else prays for.”
As a practitioner of paganism, Stratton
believes that every living and nonliving
thing has energy and is connected to a pri
mal, Earth-based force that some people
refer to as God, or Goddess. Wiccans
attempt to recreate the religious traditions
of pre-Christian Europe.
POWERS cites one of its missions as
dispelling stereotypes about their beliefs.
One of those stereotypes is that they’re
Satanists.
“We’re not Satanists, we’re preChristian and Satanism came along with
Christianity,” Stratton said.
They also don’t ride brooms.
“I drive a Tbyota,” Stratton said. “What
can I say?”
Despite the stereotypes, both paganism
and wicca are fast-growing religions, Becker
said. The Internet is one medium that has
allowed them to connect with a worldwide
community. Card games and video games
with a magic theme often spark interest in
potential followers. In addition, paganism
and wicca are becoming more frequently
explored in literature, Becker said.
The mere fact that their group can
meet each week on campus says much for
society’s growing tolerance and accept
ance, she said.
“You didn’t come out before,” Stratton
said. “When I was little my grandma
taught me basic magic. She said, This is
what we do in private.””
Her gaze drifts around the table and
rests on Liberty, a young woman with blue
streaks in her hair, who is sharing a
Subway sandwich with her toddler, Lily.
“There’s now a sense of family that was
missing before,” she said. “A better sense
of community.”
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Early registration is advised; enrollment is
limited. For registration forms, course
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4 83

50

3

33004

C& l

4 84

50

3

—
—
—
—

C&l
C&l
C& l
ED LD

4 95
4 95
495
519

51
50
52
50

3
3
3
3

—

ED LD

550

50

3

—
33662
32980
32961
33328
33329
33330
34144
33658
33660
l 33661

552

50

3

E V ST
FIN

ED LD

101N
522

50
50

3
3

IS
PH A R
PH A R
PH AR
PH IL
P SC
SU R
SU R

541
452
472
513
595
525
101T
154T

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3

C om m unication in the
W orkplace
Interpersonal C onflict
Com puter Literacy
C om m unicating V ia
C om puters
Introduction to Com puter
M odeling
Electron ic P u b lish in g o n
the W W W
Sch o o l, C ourts, P ro g D evel
6 Su p rv is
Exceptionality & C la ssrm
M anagem ent
Library M ed ia Technical
P ro c e sse s
Adm in & A sse ss/ L ib ra ry
M e d ia P rog
Interm ediate A rcV iew 3.x
Intro to E S R Is A rcV iew 3.x
A dvanced A rcV iew G IS 3.x
M easurem ent & A na lysis of
Educ Data
Foundations of Educ
Leadership
Sup erv & Eval of P u U c Sch l
Educators
Environm ental Science
Principles of Financial
A na lysis
System s and O perations
Therapeutics II
C a se Studies I
Pharm aooeconom ics
Research Ethics
Strategic Planning
Intro to Sa fe Patient C are
Surgical Pharm acology

C rse
2 95

S ec
90

Cr
3

A NTH

101H

90

3

AN T H
ANTH

3 87
4 95

90
90

3
1-3

BADM

2 70

90

3

BADM

340S

90

3

BADM
C&l

341
2 00

90
90

3
1

Fee
$ 49 5

Com
B e n so n -R o s

$ 49 5
$ 49 5

C&l

2 00

91

1

$49 5

C& l
C&l
C&l

301
3 02
3 06

90
90
90

1
1
3

$49 5

COMM

111A

90

3

Y oshim ura
C a sse n s
M cW illiam s

$49 5
$ 49 5
$49 5

COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

2 20
330W
3 95
410S

90
90
90
90

3
3
3
3

D uce

$49 5

B e n so n -R o s

B e n so n -R o s

Arm etta
Stolle

$49 5
$1299

ECON
ENCR

111S
210A

90
90

3
3

ENCR

211A

90

3

E N LT

120L

90

3

E N LT
E N LT
EV ST

121L
325W
4 95

90
95
90

3
3
3

90

3

K e lly

TBD

Brew er

$49 5

Lott

$49 5

Lauerm an
Lauerm an
Lauerm an
Farrier

$35 0
$35 0
$35 0
$1299

FLLG

319

FLLG

395

95

1

Staff

$1299

FO R

495

90

3

GERM

3 62H

90

3

FL LG
FL LG

M cC aw

$1299

W atson
Seninger &
Craw ford
Cleveland
Allington
Allington
Stratton
Elliott
Tom pkins
Fillm ore
Brow nlee

$495
$825
$825
$495
$165
$555
$200
$660
TBD
TBD

The University of

Semes

Subj
AASC

In stru cto r
Sm ith

5 face-to-face meetings throughout sem.
1/28/03. 2/11/03. 3/11/03, 4/15/03, 5/6/03

M o n ta n a

The University of Montana invites you to
experience the diversity of UM's
dynamic Summer Semester 2003. Visit
montanasummer.com to access the
Summer Semester 2003 Schedule.

• Register and pay fees at UM Continuing
Education, James E. Todd Bldg, (east of UC)
• Credits do not apply toward tuition flat spots
• Courses require minimum enrollments by
registration deadlines and may be subject to
cancellation.
• Earn credits toward graduation.
• Complete general education or core
requirements.
• Gain or update skills.
• Enjoy winter recreation and earn credit!

2 31H
2 95

90

3

95

1

HFD
HFD
HHP
HHP
HHP

4 90
490
110
175
175

91
90
90
90
93

1-6
1-6
1
1
1

HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP

175
175
176
176
176
4 98
598

92
91
92
91
90
90
90

1
1
1
1
1
1-4
1-4

Course Title
Da y s
Times
The Outback to the
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Operahouse:
A n Antipodean Journey
Introduction to
Anthropology
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Food and Culture
M TW RF
9:00a 1 2 6 0 p
Oral Hist & Feminist
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Resrch Meth
Quantitative B u sin e ss
M TW RF
9:10a 12:00p
Applications
Management & Organize M T W R F
1 :1 0 p 4 6 0 p
Behavior
Sy stem s & Operations
M TW RF
9:10a 12:00p
Exploring Teaching/
MTW RF
8:30a 3:30p
Field Expert.
Exploring Teaching/
MTW RF
7:45a 4:00p
Field Expert.
Field Expert Mid-Level
Field Expert. Secondary
Instruc. Media &
MTW RF
9:00a 1 2 6 0 p
Computer Apps.
Introduction to Public
MTW RF
9:00a 1 2 6 0 p
Speaking
Professional Comm.
MTW RF
1 6 0 p 4 :6 0 p
M e ssage Composition
MTW RF
9 6 0 a 12:00p
Comm, in Public Relations M T W R F
9:00a 12:00p
Comm, in Personal
M TW RF
1 :0 0 p 4 6 0 p
Relationships
Intro to Microeconomics
MTW RF
9:00a 1 2 6 0 p
Intro to Creative Writing
M TW RF
1 0 0 p 4.60p
Fiction
Intro to Creative Writing
M TW RF
9:00a 1 2 6 0 p
Poetry
Intro to Critical
MTW RF
9:00a 1 :00p
Interpretation
Intro to Poetry
M TW RF
1 fl0 4O 0 p
London: City a s Textll/Honors
Arrange
M anaging the Natural
MTW RF
6 6 0 p 9:00p
Forest
Germanic M ythology
MTW RF
6 6 0 p 9 :0 0 p
& Culture
Jp n s Pop. Culture thru
MTW RF
9 6 0 a 1 2 :0 0 p
Animation
No Japanese language is required in this course.
U M Students in Rome: Honors
Arrange
Prereq. Acceptance into Italy Study program for Jan. 2003
Talking About Rome: Honors
Arrange
Prereq. Acceptance into Italy Study program for Jan. 2003
M anaging the Natural
MTW RF
6:00p 9:00p
Forest
Germanic Mythology &
M TW RF
6 6 0 p 9 :0 0 p
Culture
Practicum in Human Development
Arrange
Practicum Early Intervention
Arrange
Billiards
M TW RF
12:1 Op 2:00p
Alpine Skiing I, II, III
RF
12:1 Op 4:00p
Sk i and Snowboarding
R
2:1 Op 6:00p
Instructing
Telemarking
RF
12:10p4:00p
Snowboarding
RF
12:1 Op 4:00p
Telemarking
MWF
12:40p 4:30p
Snowboarding
MWF
12:40p4:30p
Alpine Skiing I, II, III
MWF
12:40p 4:30p
Cooperative Education Experience
Cooperative Education Experience

Subj
JP N S

Cree
295

Sec C r
90
3

LS
LS

221H
295

90
90

3
3

LS
LS

356W
381

95
95

3
3

LS

395

91

2

LS

395

95

1

MKTG
MPR.

369
114T

90
90

3
3

NAS

100H

90

3

P SC
P SC
P SC
P SY C
P SY C
R EC M

300W
395
400
270N
330S
420

90
90
90
90
90
90

1
3
1
3
3
3

R EC M

495

90

3

R-TV

395

90

3

SO C
SO C

300
465

90
90

3
3

SPAN
WEL

395
182T

90
90

3
3

WEL

395

91

3

WEL
WS

395
495

90
90

3
1-3

Course Title
Days
Tim es
Jpns. Pop. Culture thru
MTWRF
900a 1260p
Animation
No Japane» language is required in this course.
Germanic Mythology &Cuiture MTWRF
600p900p
Outback to Opera House: An MTWRF
900 a 1260p
Antipodean Journey
London: City as Text/ll Honors
Arrange
Good, the Bad & Indifference MTW RFSU
900a 4O0p
Flm Guilt Conscience
Course meets Jan. 6-12
Austrafian Tour
Arrange
Al participants must enrol in LS 305. Sec 80, Fal Semester. 2002
Talking About Rome: Honors
Prereq. Acceptance into Italy Study program tramJaa 2003
Advertising Competition
MTWRF
1:10p4O0p
Rel Metals Proc/Machine
MTWRF
100p400p
Tools
Intro to Native American
MTWRF
9O0a 12O0p
Studtos
Writing in Political Science
Arrange
The Public Pokey Cycle
MTWRF
9 6 0 a1 2 6 0 p
Adv. Writing in Pofetical Science
Arrange
Fundamentals of Biology Psyc MTWRF
9:00a 1200p
Abnorm^ Psychology
MTWRF
160p460p
Principles & Techniques of
MTWRF
9:10a 1260p
Interpretation in Recreation Area
Winter Wilderness Field Studies
Arrange
Course meets in the Swan VNtoy in Montana. Additional costs indude
housing, food & transportation to the Swan. Contact Wldemess Institute
at 406-243-5361 or wwwforestryumteduAn for more information.
TV Sports Production &
MTWRF
1:10p460p
Reporting
Sociology of the Family
MTWRF
9:00a 1200p
Technology and Social
MTWRF
9 6 0 a1 2 6 0 p
Change
Intermediate Oral Practice
MTWRF
9.60a 1260p
Blueprint Reading &
MTWRF
960a 12:00p
Development
Project Estimating &
MTWRF
1.60p460p
Managing
Metalurgy for Artists
MTWRF
960a 1260p
Oral Hist & Feminist Resrch MTWRF
960a 1260p
Meth

The University of

M o n ta n a

P E A S - S P R IN G 2 0 0 3
YOU CAN GROW ORGANIC
FOR CREDIT!

Plan your sum m er educational adventure today!
With two five-week se ssio n s and a variety of short
courses offered from M a y 27-August 22,
you have added flexibility to plan a varied and
multidisciplinary schedule. Select your courses
and register today through Cyberbear
(www.umt.edu/cyberbear)

Sum m er

Request your F R E E Sum m er Sem ester 2003
catalog by completing the e-request format
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-6014.

Attend Summer Semester at
The University of Montana
for an exciting, challenging and
enjoyable academic experience.
First 5-week Session: May 27-June 27
Second 5-week Session:June 30-August 1
Full 10-week Session: May 27-August 1
Special Sessions: May 2 7 -A u gu st 22

montanasummer.com

S O C 375 Agriculture, Society and Ecology
C R N 33201, 1 cr., January 29-May 14,
Wednesdays, 4:10-5:30 pm, Liberal Arts Bldg., Room 202. Fee: $215

EVST/SOC 398, Spring P E A S Internship
E V S T 398 - C R N 33200 or S O C 398 - C R N 33241 2 cr.,
Work at the Garden City/PEAS Farm located in the Rattlesnake Valley,
6 hours per week (between 9 am-5 pm, M-F, according to your schedule)
Fee: $430 for Internship and $215 for corerequisite S O C 375

Freshman and Sophomore students welcome!
T h e Program in Ecological Agriculture, P.E.A.S., com bin e s
traditional a ca de m ics with h a nds-on work at the Rattlesn a k e P E A S farm. T h e 2-credit internship co v e rs late

sum m e r harvesting, cover cropping, and distribution
m ethods for com munity-supported agriculture. Students
grow food to support the M isso u la community.

Attend classe s beginning January 29; UM Students Register via Cyberbear
For more information, contact Clare Kelly, C E Registrar, Telephone: (406) 243-4626
Pay by check, VISA, MasterCard or D ISCO V E R.
Continuing Education Is located East of the University Center In the Jam es Todd Bldg.
Student Tuition pays for course coate, and course s are contingent upon minimum enrollments.
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News

Students go hungry to gain awareness
Chelsi Moy
Montana Kaimin

As the two-hour hunger banquet came
to a close last Monday night at the UC
Copper Commons, 2,880 children around
the world died from hunger-related ill
nesses.
“That is one child every 2.5 seconds,”
said Kelly Owen, an intern for Catholic
Campus Ministries. “People are not aware
of the magnitude.”
Awareness was the
theme of the evening.
The banquet acted as a
metaphor for the dis
proportionate food dis
tribution around the
world.
“Tbnight we will eat
as the world eats,” Rev.
Jean Larson said. “There is no way we can
fully understand through this modest
event, but hopefully it will inspire people to
commit themselves to eliminating hunger.”
Among the people who attended the
banquet, 60 percent represented ThirdWorld nations, and they were forced to sit
on the floor and eat only rice and water.
Twenty-five percent represented the
Second World, eating broth, rice and hot
tea while sitting in chairs. The remaining
15 percent of the people ate full-course
meals served on china and white table
cloths, as in First-World countries.
Miranda Streit sat cross-legged on the
floor eating white rice as she gazed at her
boyfriend Keagan Harsha while he
devoured meat and a piece of carrot cake
a mere three feet away. Streit, a senior in
business and psychology, said it is easy to

Hunger

take things for granted if you don’t see it
proportionally.
“It’s strange how feeding people can
make so many changes,” she said.
Feeding people has always been a high
priority for the 1972 Democratic presiden
tial candidate George McGovern, who
spoke at Monday’s banquet. He has served
as a U.S. Senator for 24 years, helping to
create programs such as Food for Peace,
the school lunch program, WIC (Women,
Infants and Children) and food stamps.
McGovern said he first
became interested in
world hunger during
World War II when he
entered Italy aboard a
troop ship. Children lined
the boat dock pleading for
Butterfingers and
Hershey’s bars. The com
manding officer warned the soldiers not to
give the children handouts because the day
before 25 children had drowned after jump
ing in the water to grab candy bars thrown
by American soldiers.
It was not until many years later that
the problem of hunger hit close to home
for McGovern. He watched a television
special on hunger in America, and to his
disbelief he saw a 9-year-old boy in a
school cafeteria standing against the side
of the wall while his classmates ate lunch.
The boy was asked how he felt when he
could not eat, and he replied, “ashamed.”
Ashamed that he had no money to buy food.
The little boy deeply affected
McGovern, who said he didn’t realize at
the time that school children could not eat
if they couldn’t afford lunch.
“It is not the little boy who should be

‘A ria reness

Music
Continued from Page 1

Mexican” and is the voice of
the yellow M&M. Simmons
was a voice student of
England’s for four years, she
said.
“She really helps people
find inside of themselves what
they didn’t know they had,”
said Emily Murdock, a voice
student of England’s for a year
and a half. “You really w ant to
work hard to succeed for her;

Week

she’s ju st the greatest, nicest
person.”
England said th e aw ard
reflects th e high quality of
all the programs a t UM.
“This is sort of recognition of
all th e teachers. There are
many, many fine teachers
here,” England said. “I’m
proud th a t th e aw ard came
to UM.”
Previously, in 1998,
England received the
University of Montana
Distinguished Teaching
Award.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibiiily for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST ft FOUND

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Barbara Cowan (right) helps her seven-year-old son, Steen Shober, scoop broth into a bowl of rice
last Monday night at the Hunger Awareness Banquet in the L/C Commons.

ashamed,” he said. “It is Sen. George
McGovern, a member of the Senate
Agriculture Committee.”
That kicked McGovern’s hunger aware
ness campaign into effect. He said he
believes two things can cure hunger: rais
ing the minimum wage and expanding the
food stamp program.
“There would be very few hungry peo
ple if we did this,” he said. “Nobody can
support a family on minimum wage.”
McGovern is currently the United
Nations’ Global Ambassador for Hunger,
which he has held since U.N. Secretary-

Survey
Continued from Page 1

meet to discuss ways to improve
the freshmen experience on cam
pus, including advising, she said.
“We just got the results, so we
haven’t had much time to digest
them,” she said. “But that’s going
to be the major point of discus
sion at our next meeting.”
In addition to the NSSE, the
provost’s office received results
from the Entering Student
Survey. The survey was conduct

General Kofi Annan appointed him in
2001. With the help of Sen. Bob Dole,
McGovern is trying to establish school
lunch programs all around the world.
The banquet was just one of many
events during the 29th annual Hunger
Awareness Week. Also during Hunger
Awareness Week, University of Montana
students with school meal plans were
asked to deduct $1 to $8 that would go to
the Missoula Food Bank. Together, the
dorms raised $36,000. Aber Hall was the
leading contributor, and Craig Hall came
in second.

ed by UM’s Retention Committee
to determine students’ academic
intentions. It was distributed to
2,656 freshmen at summer orien
tation sessions.
Fifty-four percent of the fresh
men ranked UM as their first
choice of colleges. The top three
factors influencing their decision
to attend were academic reputa
tion, campus appearance and out
door recreational activities. UM’s
reputation in intercollegiate ath
letics was one of the factors that
least influenced their decision.
“I was delighted to see that
academic reputation ranked as

high as it did,” Bach said.
Students were also asked
about the areas that they felt
unprepared for in college.
Twenty-nine percent felt unpre
pared in public speaking, and 27
percent felt unprepared in math.
Clarissa Crowder is one stu
dent who didn’t feel well pre
pared in public speaking when
she enrolled at UM. She attend
ed high school in Eugene, Ore.,
and was attracted to UM for its
location and outdoor activities.
“And the cost of the school
was relatively low,” she said.

K A 1M 1 N C I , A S S I El E D S'
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The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S
per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
____________________ They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days._________________________

k i o s k
GETTING MARRIED? Brides, get your premarital blood

SPRING BREAK 2003 is now sponsored by Student

work done at the Curry Health Center. The charge is

Express! Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,

LOST. Blue notebook and Eddie Bauer stolen from car

just $7.00 if you have paid the Health Fee. Call 243-

Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza:

KOREA. ANY DEGREE. AIR/R00M PAID. CALL 550-4415

near Schreiber Gym. If found, call 829-8419

2122 for an appointment.

Book early and get FREE MEALS! Student Express

TEACHING POSITION OPENING Spring Creek Lodge,

95 Acura Integra LS • Sunroof, CD, air, cruise. $6,500.

LOST. Red Nokia cell phone, lost last weekend per

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Prepare mailings in your spare

sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is NOW HIRING salaried

Thompson Falls, MT, is accepting applications for the

721-3431

haps at Marshall Mtn. Snowdance. Please call Emily @

time. Weekly paychecks! Range: To $938/week possi

Salespeople, Campus Reps, and On-site Staff. Contact

position of certified, secondary teacher, any subject

243-1647

ble. No Experience, Personal Selling or Contact

www.studentexpress.com

area. Monday through Wednesday and Thursday

LOST: Gray Nokia Cell Phone at the Cat-Griz ticket

Required. For complete details, easy online signup

details.

through Saturday shifts available. Contact Larry Ward

camp-out. Reward - Please return! Call 728-4312

see www.studentpay.com immediately

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential.

at (406) 827-4344, ext 272 or at larry@blueslide.com

LOST. Black/red/white gloves in girls’ bathroom in

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Wanted to save $$??

Local positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 417.

for an application and more information.

Lornasson Center or LaPeak. Call 243-1983

Student Internet access only $13.95/month! For

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR MONEY!! Call Sherri 9am-

The Montana Kaimin is currently hiring for positions in
the newsroom and business office. Applications are

or

1-800-787-3787

for

details/signup see www.icollegedirect.net today!

5pm, M-F. Find out how! 542-1129

settings & anchor on side w/U.S.N. Call 251-4608.

IT’S NOT TOO LATE! Those invited to GOLDEN KEY

Student Custodians for Facilities Services. 17.5

Reward.

have through the day of the initiation ceremony, Dec.

hours/week, evenings, $6.00/hour. Also looking for

8, to get in their applications. Contact Golden Key at

students to work all or part of Christmas Break up to

goldenkeyum@hotmail.com for more information.

37.5 hours/week. Applications available in lobby of

Test Anxiety Workshop "D o n ’t Let Finals Grinch Your

Building 32 (Physical Plant), or call Jack at 243-2161

LOST. M en's silver ring @ Cat/Griz game. Has agate

LOST. Keys w/black canvas clip holder & 3 keys. Last
Monday, Computer lab, Journalism bldg? 243-3477
LOST. Marooon binder last Monday, 11/25, w/impor
tant paperwork inside. Call Heidi @ 880-9194.

PERSONALS
Condom broke? Oops? Emergency birth control can
in 72 hours of unprotected intercourse. Call Curry

VICES (CAPS) at CHC: 243-4711

~

certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)

Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

NO CORPORATE EXPLOITATION HERE, just cool gifts!

FOSTER CARE PROVIDER NEEDED - Opportunity

Support Fair Trade. The Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins

Resources, Inc., is looking for a person or couple that
is interested in providing foster care for an adult male

also give dignity and hope to artisans

monthly tax-free stipend of $1000, as well as $545 for

------

week of direct care staff support as well as generous
respite time each month and year. Please call 721 -

Just give us 2 hours of your time per week until Spring

0791 and ask for Colleen Lloyd if interested or come

Break ft travel free! South Padre Island, Cancun,

by the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up

Health Center 243-2122

Acapulco & Mazatlan. No time & just wanna go? Huge

an application. Position open until filled. Applications

on-site parties & best prices. Friendly Help - 800-821 -

available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S.

2176 or e-mail: tripinfo@lnertiaTours.com

Russell, Missoula, MT 59801. Extensive background
checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.

Email C L A S S I F I E D A D S T o : k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u

CABINS

-------

$22-$55/night.

251-6611

3 bedroom apartment for rent. 711 Palmer, water and
Tobin @ 239-2034 daytime, 251-8679 weekends &
evenings.

FOR SALE
Karhu cross country skis w/boots • m en’s size 10 1/2
like new, $80 obo. Also, EMS Cortex pants, black,
men’s size L. Great condition $70 obo. 721-7363

room and board. This individual will have 20 hours a

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
CREEK

garbage included, no pets, $795 per month. Contact

Curry Health Center at 243-4711

and other prescriptions before it’s too late! Curry

243-2122 www.umt.edu/shs

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING Sl.OO/page.
542-0837

with a developmental disability. 0RI will provide a

Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also

www. bigsky. net/ fishing

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-545. Call

The semester is almost over! Fill your birth control

We are open during intersession! Curry Health Center

December 6.

BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2

UNIQUE, INEXPENSIVE GIFTS for everyone on your list

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.

ROCK

week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get

at the Peace Center. By giving Fair Trade gifts, you

---------- COMPUTERS

Deadline is Friday,

Holiday!” Saturday December 7th 9:00 am - 12:00

Breaking up is hard to do. Let us know how we can
help. Call COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SER

available in Journalism 206.

_______ AUTOMOTIVE_______

willing to trade.

Call Counseling and Psychological Services in the

reduce the risk of unwanted pregnancy if taken with
Health Center 24 hours/day at 243-2122

TRAVEL AND GET PAID TO DO IT. TEACH ENGLISH IN

SHOP THE WORLD!

Pottery from Nicaragua, tapes

tries from India, sweaters from Nepal, jewelry from
Bali, purses from Tibet, baskets from Mexico, mirrors
from Lombok, aprons from Guatemala, and much
more, including puppets, posters, cooperative gamesl
The Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins.

New! Avail. January '03. RIVER ROCK APARTMENTS 12*3

bdrm

Please

call

Professional

Property

Management, Inc. 721-8990

HAPPY ADS

... —

Hi circusfreak - here is a very happy ad for you from
the patron saint of classified ads. See you soon...
Homy, watch your back!
Give the gift of massage! 20% off any two massage gift
certificates at Shear Perfection Salon; 721.1166.
Relax and save money this Christmas!
Give the unique gift of Happy Ads! Make someone’s
day special with a personalized note in the classi
fieds. Call 243-6541 for details.

E m a i l D I S P L A Y ADS To: k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g

